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ARIST STATEMENT

The type of art I endeavor to make has a broad, 
cross-disciplinary dialogue with a wide range of 
other cultural and social practices.  On one level 
it speaks of the everyday social situation but on 
deeper analysis reflects a broader international 
context.

The work “MINE” is the amalgamation of 4 years 
experience working with remote communities, 
mining companies and the education department 
on various art projects. 

In 2012 I was engaged as an artist-in-residence by 
Tom Price Senior High School, the recipient of 
funding through the Artist-In-Residence (AIR) 
Grants Program, an initiative of  the Australia 
Council for the Arts, the Department of Culture 
and the Arts and Department of Education.

The works are a reflection of the various 
interactions and relationships I formed working in 
the Pilbara and the veracity of the social, cultural, 
economic, ethnic and geographical situation of 
these remote communities.
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Visual songs

Some people you come across you just know they’re dialled in to a stillness that is more expansive. And it’s this stillness that speaks 
stories of the all.

You see, there were chance circumstances which led me down to the riverbend to this little two-room building behind the kangaroo 
sculptures to meet Matthew McVeigh. And there within those walls was his studio, filled with iron and steel and wood and books and 
papers and ideas. I remember we put our heads together and became feverish and brightly-eyed as we discussed and Matt brought out 
past works of his and we talked about supply and demand, consumerism and society, and the physicality of language.

Then he brought out unfinished works from MINE and we talked of industry, of benefits and consequence, of peoples and of labour, 
topographical mapping and Aboriginal motifs, stories and economic subsistence, custodianship and the recording of history.

Here now MINE. Now this:

  Mine as thing
  Mine as ownership 
  Mine as provider 
  Mine as right 
  Mine as benefit 
  Mine as consequence 
  Mine as meaning 

Recording, representing, referencing, and narrating natural and man-made phenomena.

And I, amid all of my anxieties and racing thoughts, experiencing these works, these fulcrums and explosions and appropriations 
and texts and mappings, found that these are the right questions being asked — compassionate, sensitive, without ego, seeking the 
underlying themes, brightly-eyed and full of hope.

Claire Potter once told me that “the wider horizon exists already between us and the blades of grass” (with a nod to Luce Irigaray).  
It’s about work which “permits inter-relations”, in which “influence can be an organic entity – performative in as much as it opens and 
engenders possibilities rather than pinpoints them...”

These are perspectives of landforms internalised. These are memories, histories, spirituality, Aboriginal song poetry, ceremony, 
industry, eye-urn, or(?), providing, taking, old communities, new communities, policies, titles, compensation for what’s been done, 
what will be done, shareholders, investment funds, global relations, the bottom lines, landscapes, ecologies, the spirit of Saint 
R.Gascoigne, all of these visual songs regarded by all those ancestors who went before.

Louis Armand was onto something when he wrote in his poem “Land Partition: 8 Sections” (which begins with the Hegel quote  
“in regard to nature... philosophy ought to know her as she is, that if the philosopher’s stone is hidden anywhere, it must at any rate be 
within nature herself, that she contains her own reason within her”) and in the poem’s second section, Armand writes:

   ...the
 pre-
 carious
            statement of (universal) truth – 
       “possession” being [a fraction]
            of “the law”

He’s referring to more than just legislation there. The sun still rises. It’s not us and it, but everything 

all of the time
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These aren’t bandages unravelling (it’s skin shedding)

Not when it regarded me and knew me so well and, well, I found that I didn’t know much at all. 

Oh, if there’s a commonality, and if there’s a common thread, and if there’s sameness here, then let it be the silence that speaks of 
raw space and distance and place. The kind of ‘raw space in front’ I’d appropriate from Ed Dorn’s writings on Charles Olson, wherein 
distance and “space does not represent freedom and seeming endlessness; space presents them.”

“It’s more than that,” said the wind passing by.

I couldn’t hear properly so I laid myself down in the red dirt in the manner which some of you may call prostration, and I placed one 
ear to the ground and one ear to the wind and my arms stretched out before me and my palms were facing upward to the cloudless sky 
and I saw metal shimmering somewhere off to the left. And there just beyond a ways snaked SHOPPING CARTS(!) full of our detritus, 
remnants and consequences of our objectives, too many carts to count, and they were marching into the mouth of the wild Western 
Australian bush. 

Or was it industry in its conversational transit – a dash for cover at the tree-line – disappearing and dissolving into the all. 

And I called out: 

 “Out here in the ochre 
 it feels like things are closing in 
 
 in my disposition 
 the all carries on 
 with or without me”

So I parted the glowing red dirt with my finger as I laid there under the sweltering weight of BEING THERE and BEING PRESENT and 
BEING, and I dug words of time and monument into the sand ‘cause they didn’t need sayin’, but the wind blew them away after all.

Aglow in Hi-Vis salute 

There’s a shadow that 

f              u            t             r      
        l             t             e              s 

as reflection
as identity
as nation 
 within a nation 

   on a nation

I’d heard stories of allegiance to this flag 
I’d heard of rugged, salt-of-the-earth men 
 moved to tears by its sheen 

and as they gazed up upon it 
aglow in the Hi-Vis salute 
 their thoughts turned inward  
 
  Wherein is past? 
  Wherein is future? 

  Wherein am I?
  Wherein is the all?
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My guidebook makes you feel

I’m always clutching my guidebook – it’s called Hammersley Iron – Twenty Five Years. My guidebook’s got a map, but it’s no map 
you’d’ve ever seen, because my map is within my guidebook.

 You got that? 

It’s not printed onto pages in my guidebook; it’s not an appendix you can footnote to; it’s carved into my guidebook. It is my guidebook. 
When I need to know or I need to see, or if I need to feel, I open my guidebook and I can know what’s been cut into this land. I can feel 
that cut because it’s in my guidebook – it’s right there, in there. 

It’s mine. (It’s not technically mine.)

We’re talking about mines and towns here. We’re talking about interdependence here. We’re talking about topography and the 
responsibilities of historiographers here.  

You wanna know what’s right now? You wanna understand the cut? You wanna feel what’s there? What’s been brought in? What’s been 
shipped out? 

This is your guidebook. Turn a page and go deeper into the cut. Peel each layer back - into the cut - know what is depicted, what is 
represented, what is within. You haven’t been guided by a map until you’ve been guided by my map in my Hammersley Iron – Twenty 
Five Years guidebook.

Of place and shapes (what is and what was and what will be and what could never be)

When you look it feels like you can still smell the burning which cultivates and supports the extraction – the mining explosions and the 
fire-stick farming – hanging there on the wall. 

The signs have been erected to proclaim ownership, to proclaim coming industry. The topographies have been charted and delineated 
and measured.

Here’s a guy who went out into the Pilbara and made paper outta spinifex. Each of the 3,000 community members wrote their own 
name at their current body height onto the sheets. Here we have topography of the people, recorded at a specific time, knowing that if 
the process were repeated, the ‘landscape’ would shift and change with the generations of the people. 

The heart and the mind swell when viewing the diptych...

        the poignancy 

          the humanity 

       the inter-

         connectedness 

          dialled in 

         to a wider stillness 

       expansive 

        between us 

         and 

          the blades of grass 
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Here’s a guy, you look into his eyes, those fiercely compassionate eyes which burn with BEING and seeking wisdom, and performative 
amid the ‘raw space in front’. And the MINE work which manifested from the intentional and the coincidental, which also emanated 
from those hands — just look at those hands, cracked and aching from kneading the spinifex in the back of a ute under  the heat of 
an endless Western  Australian sky, burnt from detonations on plywood in the consuming dry dust out there, bruised and cut and 
battered from hauling detritus and stone across and throughout.

And I, amid all of my anxieties and racing thoughts, become brightly-eyed and filled with hope as I consider these visual songs and 
stories of the all, and I... and I... and I...

 The heart of the matter is this: 

    This 
   is work 
     that has 
      changed 

    me
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MINE 
IN THE MAKING

LIST OF WORKS MATERIAL  DIMENSION (cm)  PAGE
BOOM  Gunpowder, blue chalk, charcoal phosphorous sesquisulfide, ochre, ink, plywood 120 x 120cm   pg 12
THE SHAPE OF THINGS Various discarded objects, polystyrene, grout, paint, sealant iron-ore dust various   pg 13
DELAUNAY’S CUT Ochre, ink, plywood  120 x 120 cm pg 14
SURVEYED Ochre, ink, plywood  120 x 120cm  pg 15
CULTIVATED  I Pyrography, phosphorous sesquisulfide, ochre, ink, plywood 60 x 60cm pg 16
CULTIVATED  II Pyrography, phosphorous sesquisulfide, ochre, ink, plywood 60 x 60cm pg 16
MATERIAL HISTORY Resin, hand made spinifex paper, ochre, crocidolite (blue asbestos), iron-ore, dust 34.5 x 253.2cm pg 17
THE RANGE Hand made spinifex paper, ink, timber, and rope 184.5 x 170 cm pg 18, 19
CONVERSATION I  Iron ore,  shopping trolleys. Worked installed in Tom Price 1800 x 100 x 120cm pg  20, 21 
supply and demand   
FLAG Discarded mining uniforms. Made in collaboration with Barb O’Neil 172 x 87.3 cm pg 22 
WEAR IT (Clockwise) Found clothing, Pilbara dirt, clothes rack  Various pg 23
- 1. White  
- 2. Shades  
- 3. Pilbara Pink
- 4. Red Dirt Dreaming
- 5. Minors/Miners
PANORAMA Panoramic view of exhibition at Linton and Kay city gallery pg 24, 25
PIN WORKS (Clockwise) Appropriated from Neal Pritchard’s photography
- International Relations Hand cut photograph, pins, thread on paper  56 x 75cm pg 26
- Jewel of the Pilbara Hand cut photograph, pins, thread on paper  56 x 75cm pg 27
MINED/MINE Photograph, paint, timber, pins, thread on paper 11.5 x 18.5cm pg 28
PRESENCE Photograph, paint, timber, pins, thread on paper 11.5 x 18.5cm   pg 29 
FULCRUM Iron ore, Pilbara rocks, steel, timber, discarded mining utilitarian objects 510 x 100 x 200cm pg 30 
 Made in collaboration with Steve O’Neil
LANDSCAPE STUDIES (Clockwise)
- Fractured Ink on hand made spinifex paper  34 x 42cm pg 31
- Circular Hillside Ink on hand made spinifex paper  34 x 42cm pg 31
- Plains Ink on hand made spinifex paper  34 x 42cm pg 31
- From Above Ink on hand made spinifex paper  34 x 42cm pg 31
LAYERS Hand cut from an out of print book  29.3 x 25.7 x 2.8 cm pg 32, 33
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